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Stop and Look Books

A new series for pre-readers
from Wonder Ponder



THEMES

lunchtime  /  dogs  /  peekaboo  /  differences  /  change

surprise  /  logic  /  pretend play  /  visual literacy

Boy, Egg, Dog, Bone is an eye-twisting exploration of lunchtime possibilities. 

Young children will delight in the playfulness that brings in elements of ‘peekaboo’, 
‘What’s the time Mr Wolf’ and ‘spot the differences’, encouraging them to stop 

and look very carefully after every page turn. ALL CHANGE!

One of the most fascinating books 
for pre-readers I have ever seen. 

So much fun, yet gratifyingly challenging.

Adolfo Córdova

boy  egg  dog  bone
Ellen Duthie & Daniela Martagón

Who said lunchtime couldn’t also be play time?

Board book, 24 pages. 
16 cm x 16 cm. 
For pre-readers (0-5) and playful people of all ages.

Rights sold to Océano Travesía (LA) and 
Inter Logos (Italy).

A boy, an egg, a dog and a bone 
step into the book for a play. 
How many different things could happen? 
Open, look and see!



Girl, Cat, Splash, Duck is an exploration of bathtime possibilities, with lots 
of fun for the eyes and the ears. 

Young children will delight in the playfulness that brings in elements of 
‘musical chairs’, ‘seek and find’ and ‘peekaboo’ with a whole lot of fun sounds 
that creep into the text, encouraging them to stop and look very carefully
after every page turn. ALL CHANGE!

An original, fresh brand of humour 
that is rare to find

 in books for young children.

Anna Juan Cantavella

THEMES

bathtime  /  cats  /  water

rubber duckie /  onomatopoeias  

differences  /  change  /  surprise

pretend play  /  visual literacy

girl  cat  splash  duck
Ellen Duthie & Daniela Martagón

A girl, a cat, a splash of water and a duck
step into the book for a play. 
How many different things could happen? 
Open, look and see!

Board book, 24 pages. 
16 cm x 16 cm. 
For pre-readers (0-5) and playful people of all ages.

Who’s up for playing bath? 

Rights sold to Océano Travesía (LA) and 
Inter Logos (Italy).



ELLEN DUTHIE is the author of the concept and the texts at 
Wonder Ponder. Born in Spain of British parents, she has an 
MA in Mental Philosophy from the University of Edinburgh. 
A writer, teacher, blogger and translator, her interests are 
focused on children’s literature and philosophy for children. 

www.ellenduthie.com

Founded in Spain in 2014 by a British writer and philosopher, a Mexican illustrator 
and designer and a Spanish children’s literature editor, Wonder Ponder is a children’s 
publishing imprint specialising in books to look at, play with and think about. 

Riights to Wonder Ponder’s Visual Philosophy for Children series have been sold to 
Germany (Moritz Verlag), Argentina (ediciones iamiqué), Brazil (Boitempo), South 

Korea (Marubol) and Mexico (Sexto Piso).  

Ellen and Daniela, along with Raquel Martínez Uña (editor of Wonder Ponder) 
are co-directors of FLAI (International Course on Philosophy, Literature, Art and Childhood), 
held in Albarracín, Teruel, Spain. 

DANIELA MARTAGÓN is in charge of illustration and 
design at Wonder Ponder. Daniela is a graduate of Visual 
Arts from the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 
and holds a Graduate Diploma in Drawing, Graphic Design 
and a Masters in Picture Book Illustration.

www.danielamartagon.com

ABOUT WONDER PONDER

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

The authors look at the world 
through the eyes of children.

Nuria Barrios (El País)

http://www.ellenduthie.com
http://www.danielamartagon.com


Visual Philosophy for All Ages Series

This series introduces readers to philosophy’s big questions in a way that is playful and appealing. 
These Wonder Ponder books are designed for children to look at, read and think about by themselves or with others, 

in educational, play or family settings. Texts and concept by ELLEN DUTHIE; illustrations by DANIELA MARTAGÓN.

Rights sold in Argentina, Brazil, Germany, Mexico, South Korea and Italy

14 cards with scenes for wondering and pondering + More than 100 questions for 
curious minds + 3 blank cards for designing your own scenes + A philosophical 
companion guide for children and adults + Ideas for wonderpondering + A-3 thematic poster.

CONTENTS OF EACH 
VISUAL PHILOSOPHY FOR CHILDREN

TITLE

CRUELTY BITES
1st ed. 2014; 6th ed. 2020 (Spanish edition)

What is cruel? And what is not so cruel? 

Is it OK to kill ants? When? 

Would you like to live in a zoo? Why?

Is it always cruel to make someone do 

something they don’t want to do?

I, PERSON
1st ed. 2015; 5th ed. 2020 (Spanish edition)

Who are you?  And what are you? Are you absolutely 

sure you are a person? How do you know you are not 

really a robot? If you had more than one brain, 

would you be more than one person? 

What exactly is a person? 

WHATEVER YOU WANT
1st ed. 2016; 5th ed. 2020 (Spanish edition)

A playfully serious and seriously playful invitation to

think about freedom. Who is the freest person you know? 

Are you free? If you were absolutely certain 

that nobody would ever find out, would you misbehave? 

Can we all do whatever we want at the same time? 

PINCH ME!
2nd ed. 2020 (Spanish edition)

An invitation to think about reality, imagination 

and dreaming. What if life is just a dream? 

A good old story? A grand illusion, perhaps? 

If you pinch yourself and it hurts, does it mean 

that you are not dreaming?
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